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On the rainy nights of February 1 and February 16, 2016, Yuji Agematsu walked an area

around the Bowery and Delancey Street in New York to capture in photographs what he has

become so keen at representing: the distinct effects of a specific time and place on objects.

Shown alongside his signature displays of meticulously collected and archived street debris, the

eponymous images in this series, “2016.02.01/16 Bowery and Delancey St,” 2016, each feature

two parallel photographs that take on a frenetic cadence evocative of the unpredictable and

emotive shifting of improvised music.

The glowing reflections of lights on wet pavement set an exuberant rhythm in a tightly cropped

framing of two manhole covers captured by the camera from a steep, sideways angle, which is

paired with a photograph that is its mirror image. In another work, a view of oncoming traffic

and the silhouette of a misshapen object is captured from a low vantage point beside an image

of the moon in a distant clearing in the clouds. On the gallery’s mezzanine, objects collected

from the same nights’ excursions are strewn about the floor; a reflective traffic barricade, a

broken umbrella, and a rusted steel pipe augment the experience of the photographs and make

their origins palpable.

In Agematsu’s lustrous topographies of the city, the specificity of this junction of streets is

rendered into kaleidoscopic moments. Tiny fragments of urban geography become

monumental, and what is normally fleeting—the clichéd vestiges of pedestrian life in New York

—is here a celebration of the rhapsody to be found in the spaces between things.

— Tabitha Piseno
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By  Andy  Bat tag l ia
Port ra i t  by  Kather ine  McMahon

Yuji Agematsu makes 
monuments to travels 

near and dear

P R E S E R V E

LEFT Yuji Agematsu photographed on February 12, 2017, in his studio 
in the Dumbo neighborhood of Brooklyn, New York.
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They decide on their own comfortable positions,” Yuji 
Agematsu said of the bits of detritus—candy wrappers, 
rubber bands, feathers, rat bones, string—that 
coalesce in his otherworldly art. “My duty is just to 
help fix them in place.” Made with findings collected 

on wide-eyed city strolls, the artist’s oftentimes micro-scale 
sculptures double as moving monuments to decay, their materials 
transfigured through reverence for their peculiar beauty.

Agematsu was in his studio on the outskirts of Brooklyn’s 
Dumbo neighborhood, where boxes line the walls, each marked 
with ranges of dates going back decades. Within the boxes 
are the artist’s discoveries from the streets he tends to favor 
around New York. These treasures are meticulously logged, first 
in notebooks, where he records his daily perambulations with 
hand-drawn maps, and then in archives, where they may sit for 
years before assuming the status of art. As a mass, they stand in 
for the history of a city as it has been built up and beaten down, 
developed in certain areas and neglected in others. They keep 
a record of a world of abandoned things that remains ever-
present even as the particulars around it change.

On this cold winter day, with minimal piano music by Morton 
Feldman hovering in the air, Agematsu was preparing for two 
New York exhibitions—“Serialities,” a group show of artists given 
to systematic practices at Hauser & Wirth, and a solo show at 
Miguel Abreu Gallery titled “Self-Portrait”—as well as “Speak, 
Lokal,” a survey of various responses to locality at Kunsthalle 
Zürich. All three shows followed Agematsu’s inclusion last year 
in “The Keeper,” a New Museum exhibition devoted to artists 
who class as idiosyncratic collectors.

Agematsu is best-known for the tiny still lifes he assembles 
within cellophane sleeves stripped from cigarette packs. As 
part of a practice he began in the late 1990s (after working 
similarly for a decade with clear plastic bags), he fills one 
cellophane holder a day with prized debris and then, without 
interfering much with the arrangement, secures it with dabs 
of resin. Presentations of Agematsu’s work often feature these 
pieces displayed on shelves, along with their corresponding 
notebooks. At Miguel Abreu, a large side room was given over 
to Agematsu’s daily trove for the year 2016, each month’s worth 
of scavengings encased in a Plexiglas box resembling a three-
dimensional calendar page.

But other modes of presentation abound. When Agematsu 
first worked his way into the downtown art scene, it was by way 
of experimental music performances and presentations of slide 
shows and films of a psycho-geographic bent. Then came gallery 
displays of his rummagings. Common among all his ways of 
working is a devotion to exploring ignored corners of the city 
for forsaken signs of life.

“He can bring out this unbelievable detail but then also 
amplify, superimpose, complicate, or estrange an urban space 
so that you see something that veers on pure abstraction,” said 

RIGHT zip; 01.01.16 . . . 12.31.16, 2016 [detail], from Yuji Agematsu’s 
“Self-Portrait,” at Miguel Abreu Gallery, March 3–April 2, 2017.

“
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curator Jay Sanders, who in 2014 commissioned Agematsu to 
make a work chronicling the Meatpacking District milieu then 
being reconfigured by the construction of the new Whitney 
Museum of American Art. Shown in the Whitney’s theater 
upon the museum’s opening a year later, Agematsu’s Walk On 
A, B, C featured multiple projections of images and field-
recordings of sounds heard while casing the streets outside. “It 
was a massive scale-shift of micro/macro views of the area,” 
Sanders said. “He sees animism in the everyday.”

Robert Snowden, who curated a show of Agematsu’s at Yale 
Union in Portland, Oregon, in 2014, fixed on the work’s uncanny 
effects. “The immediate feeling is of this completely alien language,” 
Snowden said. “I would go looking for that feeling anywhere.” (In 
a pamphlet published for the show, Snowden wrote, “This muck 
heaves and palpitates. It has a mayor.”)

Agematsu hesitates to define what he does too strictly. “Usually 
I’m not thinking of myself as an artist,” he said. “Sometimes 
conservators decide what things or happenings could be art, 
whether you are an artist or not. I’m always suspended between.”

“That kind of gravity,” he continued, drawing out a pause, “I like.”
Such ambiguity suits an ascendance that has been organic and 

slow. When Agematsu moved to New York in 1980, eager to flee 
Japan for a city he knew only from photographs shown to him 
by a traveler—“very attractive: industrial, nothing,” he recalled 
of the pictures—he needed a framework to help make it his 
home. Exploratory walks gave his wandering a sense of direction, 

and the objects he found along the way served as evidence of 
his engagement with new terrain. “I started marking time and 
location because I came from another country,” he said. “I wanted 
to organize my lifestyle and make my own purpose.”

Shortly after his arrival in New York, Agematsu went to work 
for John Weber Gallery as an art handler. He got to know artists 
in and around the SoHo scene whose ways of living in the world 
made an impression: Robert Smithson, Robert Morris, On Kawara 
(“detectivelike, always wearing a hat and trench coat,” he remembered, 
“and looking around very carefully”), and especially Nam June Paik.

Many years passed, however, before Agematsu started to think 
of his own activities as art. It wasn’t until 1993 that he had his 
first show, at TZ’Art & Co., at the urging of a friend. Occasional 
musical performances and media-based installations followed, 
but it was nearly two decades before he had his next solo gallery 
exhibition, this one a more proper debut—“more mature,” in his 
words—at Real Fine Arts in Brooklyn, in 2012. “He was an artist 
who had a lifetime’s worth of work, but he hadn’t figured out how 
to make it public in any way,” said Snowden, who got to know 
him around that time. “It was more of a private thing.”

Agematsu regarded the almost 20-year span beween shows as 
important. “I needed time to stay away from the art scene,” he 
said. “With galleries, you need to be careful. They consume very 
quickly, and then say goodbye.”

In the interim, he continued his practice on his own. “When I 
stepped into this city I started to travel around,” said Agematsu, 
who turned 60 this year. “Travel means trying to step into another 
atmosphere or creating a new sense of site. When I turn a corner, the 
landscape will always change and I will encounter another spot.” 
Picking up things like broken plastic fingernails, iridescent foil, 
Crayons, bottle caps, and price tags for 99¢ bags of Utz potato 
chips ritualizes this simple act of exploration. “Since I was a 
kid I loved to walk around without purpose,” he said. “Then 
I started to pick up objects. It’s a fundamental movement: 
walking and touching the ground.”

He likened it to musical gestures of a kind he learned during 
a decade of study in New York with the mystically inclined 
improv-jazz percussionist Milford Graves. “If you want to 
play the drums, you have to learn the function of your body,” 
Agematsu said of Graves’s teachings. “You have to feel your 
heartbeat before touching a drum.”

A similar sensitivity attends his ways of looking through cast-
off trash and finding the materials for his transfixing, transporting 
art. “There’s a kind of radical exuberance involved,” said Abreu. 
“It’s a kind of new materialism that is ready to be considered. It 
has an inherent life span, both past and future, built in.”

At a Japanese coffee shop a few days after the opening of 
his revealing “Self-Portrait” show—his first with Abreu and 
among the most momentous of his career thus far—Agematsu 
offered a quiet master class without really meaning to. “If I 
pick up this rubber band, everybody can recognize,” he said, 
after spying a rubber band more magisterial than most on the 
floor. “Then if I stick it with this”—a similarly littered Sweet 
& Low packet, with a strange sort of poetry in its tattered 
pink paper—“it is an artwork for me.” 

“USUALLY 
I’M NOT 
THINKING 
OF MYSELF 
AS AN 
ARTIST” 

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT No Time, No Location, 2013–16.  
A map illustration from one of Agematsu’s notebooks. 
Agematsu at work in his Brooklyn studio.
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Yuji Agematsu with Phong Bui, Brooklyn Rail, May 2017























Will Heinrich, “Galleries: Yuji Agematsu,” The New York Times, March 24, 2017, p. C15



Brian Droitcour, “Yuji Agematsu,” The Lookout, ArtinAmerica.com, March 23, 2017
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EXHIBITIONS THE LOOKOUT

Florian Pumhösl
at Miguel Abreu Gallery,
through Apr. 27
88 Eldridge St. and 36 Orchard St.

In his first U.S. solo, spanning Abreu's Orchard Street location and
his new venue on Eldridge Street, the Vienna artist Florian Pumhösl
offers achingly elegant paintings, based on either the letter forms of
the Georgian alphabet or an early 19th-century map of a fantasy of
Israel drawn by a Russian rabbi. Each line is created with a rubber
stamp on a ceramic panel. These abstractions based on abstractions are
alive with references to art historical and literary precedents, and are a
stripped-down visual feast.
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EXHIBITIONS THE LOOKOUT

Yuji Agematsu
at Miguel Abreu,
through Apr. 2
88 Eldridge St. and 36 Orchard St.

For thirty years, Yuji Agematsu has been collecting garbage from the

streets of New York and preserving his haul in museological displays.

He bypasses the bulky stuff of CombinesA each thing he takes could fit

in a pocket. The subject matter could be static or unremarkable in other

hands, but Agematsu has an eye for the vivid, synthetic colors of

wadded chewing gum and plastic scraps, and for the feathered shapes

that shredded shopping bags take when caught in a fence. At Miguel

Abreu’s Eldridge Street location, strips of plastic and soiled twists of

tape are pinned to the wall or in boxes like butterflies in an

entomologist’s lab. In the central installation, bits of trash are gathered

in the cellophane prisms used to wrap cigarette packs. Combinations of

colors and textures conjure a little scene in each one: a cigarette butt is

a spire, a fluffed bit of lint takes the shape of a charging stallion, a

glittering candy wrapper twists like a golden serpent. These miniatures

are arranged on plexiglass shelves, organized, like a calendar, in twelve

boxes, documenting a year of garbage-gathering walks.

There is something of the pre-modern museum in the encyclopedic

range of Agematsu’s appetite, and in the ambiguity of the resulting

displays, which could be either specimens or sculptures. Yet the

synthetic quality of the materials and the tarry asphalt stains locate

them far from the Renaissance man’s cabinet. Brecht said that the

palace of culture is built with dog shitA Agematsu’s personal world is

both more modest and more surprising—a Wunderkammer filled with

trash. —Brian Droitcour

 

Pictured: Detail of Yuji Agematsu's zip. 01.01.16 … 12.31.16, 2016,

mixed media in cigarette cellophane wrappers on wood backed acrylic

shelves, 856¼ by 31¾ by 5¼ inches overall. Courtesy Miguel Abreu,

New York. Photo Thomas Müller.
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Yuji Agematsu, “The Artists’ Artists,” Best of 2015, Artforum.com, December 2015 



Alex Kitnick, “Yuji Agematsu,” Artforum, Vol. 54, No. 1, September 2015, pp. 384-285



Matthew Shen Goodman, “Yuji Agematsu,” Frieze, No. 173, September 2015, p. 160



Karlynne Ejercito, “500 Words: Yuji Agematsu,” Artforum.com, May 5, 2015
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Since the late 1980s, New York–based artist Yuji Agematsu has amassed a collection of photos and detritus
assembled from his daily perambulations around the city. For inaugural programming at its new location, the
Whitney Museum of American Art commissioned the artist to develop Walk On A,B,C, as well as
performances with live sound improvisations that continue his investigations into the overlap between the
forces of habit, dislocation, and trauma that structure everyday urban experience. Here he discusses his
process and the show, which runs from May 6 to May 11, 2015, in the Susan and John Hess Family Theater
at the Whitney.

PRIOR TO THIS WORK I HAD BEEN COLLECTING small objects for years. I don’t own a laptop or a
smartphone, so I keep a notebook on me to record the location and atmosphere around objects at the
particular moment I find them. Since I couldn’t physically take the shadows and the stains around them, I
walked around the city with a camera. I started to shoot pictures around Times Square right before 9/11, and
after that the atmosphere changed because of tight security, fears, and the police. People had gotten so
nervous, so I moved to walking around midtown, shooting the ground or at people, their gestures, and their
attitudes.

For the Whitney show, I started shooting in September 2014 and continued until the beginning of last
December, while the new building was still under construction. On Fridays and during the weekend when I
wasn’t at my day job, I brought a camera and took photos around the neighborhoods along the High Line
area. I was drawn to the density—the vertical contrast between the artificial gardens lining the High Line and
the mess beneath it. I divided the area into three sections, A, B, and C. I walk around in circles to see places
again and collect things again at the same spot, but since nothing stays the same in the city, the pattern and
the point of view change each time.

The photos I made were an attempt to equalize the contrast between the stains on the street and the
manicured sections of the High Line. To create the slides of these pictures, I used a microscope and would
occasionally layer an image with things I had found. With the microscope I could zoom in on all the flowers
and trash to make the details visible but strange. People ask if I manipulate the objects or their shape, which
is kind of a boring question to me. Transporting these objects from one point to another constantly changes
them, so they’re always being manipulated.

In the theater at the Whitney I project the slides onto several plywood screens in two different sizes. One size
corresponds to the size of subway kiosks and maps that tell people where to go while they’re waiting. The
other size is based on construction site fences around which growth seems to metabolize. I’m showing my
photos using ten analog slide projectors that all eventually phase out of sync with each other.

It’s really important for me to think about the conversion between analog and digital technologies in relation to
memory. For example, when I go from this building up to the High Line, my memory is constantly exposing or
experiencing both spaces, as if in a layering of film. My memories are constantly being double-exposed.
When I recorded cicada sounds from my hometown in Japan in 1997, I remembered the sounds as being
much slower than they ended up being on record. The BPM is too fast for me, so for my performances in this

Yuji Agematsu
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View of “Yuji Agematsu: Walk On A,B,C,” 2015. Photo: Paula Court.
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installation, I wanted to manipulate the frequency in order to hear the adjustments I make between the
natural, the analog, the digital.

— As told to Karlynne Ejercito
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This muck heaves and palpitates. It 
has a mayor. It is both physical (gum 
and bugs) and spiritual (dust and ground 
down ATM cards), and part of a larger 
mystery Yuji Agematsu has met with 
since the 1980s. There is a touch of 
sublimity to it, as when you notice a 
contact lens held up by a pillow of soot. 
There is a rill of doom, as when you start 
at the burnt butts and revolve downward, 
the way a buzzard glides and drops in the 
air, until you light on a carcass and the 
dirtiest M&M you’ve ever seen. The levity 
of this doom has no equal.

When Agematsu moved to New York, 
the city he found was a great filthy 
gift. To him it was eden, but he doesn’t 
want it back. Still, he laments the hike 
on cigarettes, and the loss of a four-
story building inhabited by nothing 
but pigeons and mutts. Otherwise, 
no vales of Har for him. No rebirth 
either. Once is enough. He knows cities 
change faster than the heart. And in 
some ways, his work is secretary to 
such change. Routine change—the loss 
of the penny, for example. Entropy—a 

succinct definition of which we might 
find in Humpty Dumpty. And still less 
measurable change—passing apparitions, 
I suppose.

“The city is a machine that creates a 
new city, new buildings, new shit, and 



each day I walk around observing and 
collecting it,” Agematsu has said. “There 
is always something to do, clean up the 
building, go to the bank, the eye doctor, 
pay the bills, always some bureaucracy 
I have to deal with, so while I’m out I 
make my work.”

In his time, Agematsu has visited and 
poked around in almost every one of 
the neighborhoods that make up New 
York. He has gone to some of these 
neighborhoods only once or twice, but 
he has gone to others—or to certain 
streets in them—over and over again, for 
reasons that he clearly understands, or 
for reasons that he dimly understands, or 
for reasons that he does not understand 
at all.

When something grips his eye he takes 
it to the studio to pin it down. White 
paint scales from the brick walls, bacteria 
glows, and objects shift and wander in 
huge piles, like dunes. Agematsu will 
sometimes wipe mouse droppings from 

a box with his sleeve, calmly reflecting 
on how mice have such passion for his 
little things. “They’ve eaten holes in my 
worldview” and gnawed the round out 
of an Ornette Coleman record. One has 
chewed into a box of funny pages leaving 
the shape of its body in the news, and 
another has polished off an exhibition 
from the 90s. Rot has taken others. 
Nothing is stable. “What can be done? 
We must risk mortality and decay.”

Permanence is a palpable aspect of 
this business of art, if only because it 
extends a dead artist’s existence beyond 
the limits one envisioned, or provides 
a living artist with a future one cannot 
measure. In other words, it deals with 
the future which we all prefer to regard 
as unending. On the whole, objects 
are less finite than ourselves. Even the 
worst among them outlasts its creator. 
What, then, are we to make of an 
archive which goes in reverse, or of an 
exhibition which accelerates its demise? 
What are we to think of an art work in 
conflict with self-importance, including 
the self-importance endemic to art and 
preservation?

How are we to understand an artist 
whose work consists almost exclusively 

of small acts of neglect; someone who 
almost always makes the same thing and 
yet never repeats himself, to whom his 
own work, honed on the tiniest details, 
becomes pleasantly incomprehensible 
and has the tendency to dissolve upon 
seeing it, so that only a few hours 
after encountering it, one can barely 
remember the ephemeral matter of 
which it was made?

How is it, too, so much empathy 
and interest can be applied to the most 

insignificant things? “Indeed,” Robert 
Walser writes about ash, “if one goes 
into this apparently uninteresting 
subject in any depth there is quite a lot 
to be said about it which is not at all 
uninteresting; if, for example, one blows 
on ash it displays not the least reluctance 
to fly off instantly in all directions. 
Ash is submissiveness, worthlessness, 
irrelevance itself, and best of all, it is 
itself pervaded by the belief that it is 
fit for nothing. Is it possible to be more 
helpless, more impotent, and more 
wretched than ash? Not very easily. 
Could anything be more compliant 
and more tolerant? Hardly. Ash has no 
notion of character and is further from 
any kind of wood than dejection is from 
exhilaration. Where there is ash there 
is actually nothing at all. Tread on ash, 
and you will barely notice that you have 
stepped on anything.”

One of life’s hardest jobs, it turns 
out, is to make a quick understanding 
slow. When we began, I was omniscient, 
and interested in opinion rather than 
creation. I had forgotten, I suppose, a 
terrifying thing I warn others against—
measly palliatives. My slogan was, “No 
amount of assertion will make an ounce 
of art,” but I forgot it. Too much of a 
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exposes us to these opposites, and if he 
wishes to make something black, to also 
confront beauty. He never fails to be in 
awe of the sense of mystery that attaches 
itself to the particulars of things. It is 
this awe and his facility that keep this 
work from being yet another example 
of de-contextualization, which received 
its awkward name in the late twentieth 
century and was a fixture of that 
century’s visual culture. Burial masks 
decorate orthopedics’ waiting rooms, 
airplane propellers on display in coffee 
shops—these are familiar forms of the 
practice of taking something from where 
it belongs and putting it where it doesn’t 
belong, to be merely observed. 

CIGARETTE  
CELLOPHANE

(4) 2 x 6 ft. tables; January, February, March, April, 2014

These bags were made between 
January 1 and April 27 of this year and 
two Januaries from now there won’t be 
much to look at. Agematsu has been 
making what I call a ceremony of losses, 
each day, since 1997. 

He began with uncertainty, in 
ignorance, and slowly a new form 

emerged. Objects are found by chance, 
dropped into the cellophane without 
manipulation, and accompanied by an 
expressionistic note:

temptation to get in the first critical 
word, I guess. Don’t get me wrong, I like 
trying out ideas on his work, but I am 
suspicious of how quickly they come. For 
every darkened thought on capitalism, 
comes another in love with the way our 
lives are grinding the earth to a halt, or 
still another about the distinctions we 
make between what is and isn’t animate. 
Thinking hasn’t been the problem, as 
it so often is; the problem has been 
the number of thoughts one can pant 
after. Waste is of intensest significance. 
It is emblematic, in some ways, for how 
we invest a universal subject with pet 
knowledge and particular anxiety. It 
means and means and means, and in 
some hands can mean too much.

Yuji Agematsu was born in 1956 in 
Kanagawa, Japan. He lives in Brooklyn, 
NY. He studied with Tokio Hasegawa, 
a member of the band Taj Mahal 
Travellers, and the jazz drummer and 
choreographer Milford Graves.

TABLE WORK

(14) 2 x 6 ft. tables; (4) 2 x 4 ft. tables; (4) 2 x 2 ft. tables  

These tables were arranged this 
April. The material from which they are 
composed dates from the 1990s until 
now. Nothing is collaged, all is presented 
as found and then painstakingly 
improvised into place. 

It must be a difficult step for any 
artist to decide to work with trash, to 
take it, with all its rigid contrivances, 
folly, and lapses in taste, at all seriously. 
But Agematsu overthrows the genre 
with his free-wheeling conception, 
facility, and ingenious, almost childlike, 
love of contradiction. Precise and 
superabundant, deadly serious and 
ebullient, filthy and dignified, Agematsu 
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March 6, 2014 (Thursday)

York Street F subway station platform 

10:39–10:50PM

I’m outside. The wind is so cold. Oh 
shit. The sky is black and purple. The 
moon is almost full. It’s a totally fat 
moon. I run into the York St. subway 
station. Down, down, down. Someone’s 
laughing. Waga Waga Waga. I’m on the 
platform waiting for the F train. I find a 
piece of dust caught between two other 
pieces of dust. It has white strings. I 
find red candies with tiny black stones. 
I hear people, “Go vwon, wahloon, ga 
dong gwodung.” Sounds like they’re 
from another country. I hear another 
noise, “gadong, go dong da gong go 
gong.” Oh, train’s coming.

The traces he does leave are so faint 
as to be effaced altogether. Sometimes 
he cheats and adds a little glue, but he 
never imposes his will. Found things, 
as Agematsu likes to say, are so much 
more bent than he could ever make 
them. What the city delivers is never 
stale. It stupefies, it awes, and finally 
it even embarrasses one’s own meager 
imagination.

Odd how matter so factual can amount 
to such an extraterrestrial mood. It is 
eerie, isn’t it, when what at first seems 
incidental returns with signifcance. Of 
course, in art we expect matter, however 

mundane, to return changed, and yet, 
specific moments of transformation, 
when they do appear, can still take us  
by surprise. I’ll never get used to the  
feeling of a dead thing becoming warm 
and capable.

PHOTOGRAPHS

(2) 2 x 6 ft. tables; (8) blown-up 35mm contact sheets

These photographs were taken with 
the conclusive intention of being printed 
as unedited contact sheets. 

(2) 35mm slide carousels

These photographs were taken in 
Times Square between 2001 and 2004. 
You will find certain observations to be 
no longer true of the area, owing to the 
swing of the pendulum. But most things 
are just as they were.

At the time, Agematsu shot so many 
photographs that he was unable to keep 
up with the editing, gradually gave up 
trying to do so, and by the end, had 
stopped looking at—or processing—what 
he’d shot. The idea that we photograph 
to find out what something will look like 
photographed became, effectively, to not 

bother finding out what something will 
look like photographed, to photograph 
for the sake of photographing. This 
is a high-stakes wager—have we so 
internalized what making and collecting 
images does to things that we no longer 
need to look at them?

I am tempted to count these photos 
a prolific chronicle of human behavior, 
but this gets it backward. Agematsu is 
an anti-sociologist. He likes the city the 
way Beckett liked the circus. The city is 
a backdrop, a stage for something else, 
something that goes unsuppressed, a 
posthumous vibe, the illogical feeling 
that this work was made by someone 
who is already dead.

CHEWING GUM

(1) 2 x 4 ft. table

“Hair, gum, and cigarettes, they’re 
human, you know. They carry DNA. You 
can read them, or I can, a little. Each 
piece indicates some psychology of the 
chewer. Like down on wall street, all 
the gum is so tiny, so chewed down, you 
know, it’s really hard, and then around 
playgrounds and Times Square you can 
find huge suckers, real fat pieces.”

UTILITY POLE

(1) 2 x 6 ft. table 

This piece was skinned off of a utility 
pole on SE 11th and Morrison. 
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by Nick Irvin

Detail of Yuji
Agematsu's exhibition,

2014, at Yale Union.

For the past 25 years, Japan-born, Brooklyn-based Yuji Agematsu (b.

1956) has maintained an archive of urban detritus—cast-off bits of

chewed gum, tattered and illegible printed matter, shrimp shells, lint,

etc.—gathered on daily forages through city streets. Recently, he has

been presenting selections of these findings in exhibitions (Real Fine

Arts, Brooklyn, 2012L White Columns Annual, New York, 2013L a

group show at the Brooklyn Museum, through Jan. 4, 2015).

Agematsu's show at Yale Union was the largest overview of his

amassment to date. 

The material bits that Agematsu collects are minute, unassuming and

gutter-made. Decay is key, and this show emphasized the staggering

variety of its effects. In some cases, it had rendered clumps of paper

or cotton swabs remarkably singular. In others, it had melded these

elements together, forming dystopic little chimeras: hair folded into

lollipops, insects into moss. In every case, Agematsu's keen

sensitivity to his materials' vibrancy was palpable. 

The items were presented on a cluster of tabletops, raised anywhere

from 6 inches off the ground to eye level. This memorable staging

emphasized the materials' provisionality and tacitly evoked

Agematsu's studio, where dunes of bankers boxes contain and display

the archive. Thematically, it echoed cityscapes and their chasms. It

also eschewed the wall-mounting of previous exhibitions, which had

an all too precious effect on his humble forms. Here, even seemingly

two-dimensional arrangements of muffin wrappers claimed sculptural

weight and depth. 
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two-dimensional arrangements of muffin wrappers claimed sculptural

weight and depth. 

The tables also distinguished between subsets of Agematsu's archive.

On one long, low surface lay a thick strip of weather-worn concert

posters, ripped from a telephone pole down the street. The posters'

colorful striations, an archaeological trace of past events, yellowed

and crumbled as the show progressed. Assembled nearby at waist-

height was a colony of torqued cigarette butts, correlating city

pollution and body pollution with, for Agematsu, unusual directness.

Translucent clumps of dust, whose webs and tendrils were kept aloft

by careful armatures of pins, appeared throughout. 

But the heart of the exhibition was the four high tables anchoring the

room's corners. They displayed the most systematic, diaristic and

poetic facet of the artist's activity: every day since 1997, Agematsu

has filled a cellophane sleeve (specifically, a hard-pack cigarette

wrapper) with a clump of matter. These tables presented the first four

months of 2014: 120 sleeves for 120 days, one table per month. The

calendrical framework highlighted the dedicated daily practice

through which Agematsu's controlled chaos takes shape. This sense

of the collector's devotion was as crucial to the show's vertiginous

effect as his forms' molecular dynamism. 

Agematsu's findings, and his modest interventions upon them,

undercut the cult of authorship. He gathers things that have been

warped by time, and which time continues to warp, whether in

storage or exhibition. He embraces the mutability of matter, and finds

vitality in it.  

The artist's recent art-world attention is well warranted and overdue.

On the one hand, there is clearly a honed sensibility at work-one that

nonchalantly outpaces the glutted regime of junk-pop aesthetics. On

the other, his work taps into myriad issues of ever-increasing urgency

in the Anthropocene, having to do with ecology, conservation,

permanence and its impossibility. But rather than underline a didactic

environmentalist thesis, Agematsu's collecting marks an enigmatic,

melancholic approach to the life and death of our world. It suggests

letting things speak for themselves—or prodding things just enough

to get them talking.
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REVIEWS

The use of trash in the making of art during the past century is so widespread as to defy summarization.
Dada, Cubism, Arte Povera, and so-called abject art—not to mention the work of every other coffee-shop
collagist and front-yard bricoleur—have all greatly depended on found refuse, with as many meanings
generated as there have been artists repurposing the rubbish. Yuji Agematsu, a longtime New Yorker
enjoying a happy renaissance (thanks in part to his 2012 exhibition at Real Fine Arts) after a twenty-year
hiatus from solo exhibitions, uses garbage, too—in his case to elegantly formalist effect, offset by Cagean
notes of improvisation and chance.

Agematsu, who landed in the US from Japan in 1980, has spent much of his adult life collecting discarded
materials on walks through Manhattan, then archiving his finds in banker’s boxes stored in his studio and,
on occasion, mining his trove to create delicate, ephemeral installations. Sometimes the pickings are
displayed unchanged, simply placed on a wallT sometimes they are combined into new, hybrid
arrangements. In his recent show at Yale Union, the work, arrayed on the painted white cork tops of
Douglas fir tables handmade by Agematsu and designer Scott Ponik for the occasion, took on a horizontal
aspect. On these austere planes, which seemed to float between foot and chest level at increments based
on Agematsu’s banker’s boxes, the assembled trash turned into a kind of Zen rock garden, a tour de force
of wabi-sabi, the Japanese aesthetic of imperfection. In a way, the installation revealed an indebtedness to
the modular display techniques of Donald Judd. (One of Agematsu’s many selves serves as the building
supervisor of the Judd Foundation at 101 Spring Street in SoHo.)

On one tabletop: a hair cloud braided with golden tinsel threadT a lip of chewed gum atop a shard of broken
glassT a scorched, flattened, plastic bottle. On another: rows of cellophane cigarette wrappers filled with
crud—broken glass, moss scruff, sidewalk weeds, pebbles, condoms, candy foil, costume jewelry, and
unidentifiable charred remains—like little terraria or decomposed versions of Joseph Cornell’s boxes. Low
to the ground on a small plinth: a ragged swath of posters torn from a telephone pole, laid out to resemble a
caught fish or a beaver pelt. As the viewer circulated among the tables, a cosmos unfolded: flattened coffee
cups embedded with gravel, a loose grid of chewed-gum wads, six flattened cupcake wrappers–cum-
starbursts. Metaphors proliferated, both ecological and gustatory. The tables were hors d’oeuvres trays or
sushi plates, presenting variously savory and bitter nourishments, always rigorously composed, and
studded with hard-candy-like broken glass and plastic shrapnel for an optical dessert.

In many cases, Agematsu’s taxonomical impulse was evident, as with the tables of cigarette butts
seemingly pinned in place by a lepidopteristT in other cases, a more purely formalist energy drove the
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arrangements—one table offered a few anchoring shapes and winding lines that suggested an improvised
Kandinsky composition. Throughout the show, the artist’s voice was modest. Unlike, say, the work of Isa
Genzken, whose towers of consumer detritus speak in critical, hortatory imperatives, this was quiet stuff
that chastely brought beautiful observations into view. Indeed, to wander Agematsu’s garden was to
perceive that his medium may just be daily life itself—and his gossamer poetry of the cast-off and
overlooked carries on a New York tradition (rooted in Frank O’Hara’s 1964 “Lunch Poems” and the
Combines of Robert Rauschenberg) that perhaps finds itself endangered in the hedge-fund jungle of
today’s art world. Agematsu’s work casts a spell potent enough to make one wonder: New York City surely
isn’t in danger of losing its garbage anytime soon, but could it possibly be in danger of losing its poets of
garbage?

—Jon Raymond
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notes of improvisation and chance.

Agematsu, who landed in the US from Japan in 1980, has spent much of his adult life collecting discarded
materials on walks through Manhattan, then archiving his finds in banker’s boxes stored in his studio and,
on occasion, mining his trove to create delicate, ephemeral installations. Sometimes the pickings are
displayed unchanged, simply placed on a wallT sometimes they are combined into new, hybrid
arrangements. In his recent show at Yale Union, the work, arrayed on the painted white cork tops of
Douglas fir tables handmade by Agematsu and designer Scott Ponik for the occasion, took on a horizontal
aspect. On these austere planes, which seemed to float between foot and chest level at increments based
on Agematsu’s banker’s boxes, the assembled trash turned into a kind of Zen rock garden, a tour de force
of wabi-sabi, the Japanese aesthetic of imperfection. In a way, the installation revealed an indebtedness to
the modular display techniques of Donald Judd. (One of Agematsu’s many selves serves as the building
supervisor of the Judd Foundation at 101 Spring Street in SoHo.)

On one tabletop: a hair cloud braided with golden tinsel threadT a lip of chewed gum atop a shard of broken
glassT a scorched, flattened, plastic bottle. On another: rows of cellophane cigarette wrappers filled with
crud—broken glass, moss scruff, sidewalk weeds, pebbles, condoms, candy foil, costume jewelry, and
unidentifiable charred remains—like little terraria or decomposed versions of Joseph Cornell’s boxes. Low
to the ground on a small plinth: a ragged swath of posters torn from a telephone pole, laid out to resemble a
caught fish or a beaver pelt. As the viewer circulated among the tables, a cosmos unfolded: flattened coffee
cups embedded with gravel, a loose grid of chewed-gum wads, six flattened cupcake wrappers–cum-
starbursts. Metaphors proliferated, both ecological and gustatory. The tables were hors d’oeuvres trays or
sushi plates, presenting variously savory and bitter nourishments, always rigorously composed, and
studded with hard-candy-like broken glass and plastic shrapnel for an optical dessert.

In many cases, Agematsu’s taxonomical impulse was evident, as with the tables of cigarette butts
seemingly pinned in place by a lepidopteristT in other cases, a more purely formalist energy drove the
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collagist and front-yard bricoleur—have all greatly depended on found refuse, with as many meanings
generated as there have been artists repurposing the rubbish. Yuji Agematsu, a longtime New Yorker
enjoying a happy renaissance (thanks in part to his 2012 exhibition at Real Fine Arts) after a twenty-year
hiatus from solo exhibitions, uses garbage, too—in his case to elegantly formalist effect, offset by Cagean
notes of improvisation and chance.

Agematsu, who landed in the US from Japan in 1980, has spent much of his adult life collecting discarded
materials on walks through Manhattan, then archiving his finds in banker’s boxes stored in his studio and,
on occasion, mining his trove to create delicate, ephemeral installations. Sometimes the pickings are
displayed unchanged, simply placed on a wallT sometimes they are combined into new, hybrid
arrangements. In his recent show at Yale Union, the work, arrayed on the painted white cork tops of
Douglas fir tables handmade by Agematsu and designer Scott Ponik for the occasion, took on a horizontal
aspect. On these austere planes, which seemed to float between foot and chest level at increments based
on Agematsu’s banker’s boxes, the assembled trash turned into a kind of Zen rock garden, a tour de force
of wabi-sabi, the Japanese aesthetic of imperfection. In a way, the installation revealed an indebtedness to
the modular display techniques of Donald Judd. (One of Agematsu’s many selves serves as the building
supervisor of the Judd Foundation at 101 Spring Street in SoHo.)

On one tabletop: a hair cloud braided with golden tinsel threadT a lip of chewed gum atop a shard of broken
glassT a scorched, flattened, plastic bottle. On another: rows of cellophane cigarette wrappers filled with
crud—broken glass, moss scruff, sidewalk weeds, pebbles, condoms, candy foil, costume jewelry, and
unidentifiable charred remains—like little terraria or decomposed versions of Joseph Cornell’s boxes. Low
to the ground on a small plinth: a ragged swath of posters torn from a telephone pole, laid out to resemble a
caught fish or a beaver pelt. As the viewer circulated among the tables, a cosmos unfolded: flattened coffee
cups embedded with gravel, a loose grid of chewed-gum wads, six flattened cupcake wrappers–cum-
starbursts. Metaphors proliferated, both ecological and gustatory. The tables were hors d’oeuvres trays or
sushi plates, presenting variously savory and bitter nourishments, always rigorously composed, and
studded with hard-candy-like broken glass and plastic shrapnel for an optical dessert.

In many cases, Agematsu’s taxonomical impulse was evident, as with the tables of cigarette butts
seemingly pinned in place by a lepidopteristT in other cases, a more purely formalist energy drove the
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Maika Pollack, “‘Looking Back / The 7th White Columns Annual’ at White Columns,” New York Observer, January 15, 2013
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Roberta Smith, “Yuji Agematsu,” The New York Times, April 19, 2012

ART & DESIGN |  ART IN REVIEW

Yugi Agematsu
By ROBERTA SMITH APRIL 19, 2012

Real Fine Arts

673 Meeker Avenue, at Sutton Street, Greenpoint, Brooklyn

Through April 29

The found-object aesthetic is pushed to beautiful, ephemeral and mind-blowing

extremes by Yuji Agematsu, who was born in Japan in 1956, moved to New York in

1980 and is having his first solo show in a commercial gallery in 20 years.

Mr. Agematsu left actual objects — found or otherwise —behind about 25 years

ago. That’s when he began selecting small pieces of trash from the streets and

gutters of New York, pinning them unaltered to walls and also archiving them in

carefully labeled cardboard files. Several hundred of his selections are on view here,

mostly presented one at a time, but sometimes arranged in whorl-like clusters.

The walls of the gallery have been painted gold, an aid to visibility that may also

underscore Mr. Agematsu’s view that his discoveries are another kind of treasure.

Also on view, stacked at the center of the gallery, are 100 of those cardboard files

(from a total of roughly 500), which substantiate the extent and also the orderliness

of his obsession.
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Roger Van Voorhees, “Yuji Agematsu,” BrooklynRail.org, May 3, 2012
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Yuji Agematsu. L-R: "7/11-9/11," 2011, paper, plastic,
wood paneling, tar, shrink wrap, metal, thread, tape, 74
× 43 × 3"G tissue paper, brown paper bag, hair, 7 × 5 ×
2"G paper, plastic, tar, tape, hot glue, electronics, foam,
cardboard, 41 × 34 × 2". "5/11 - 12/11," 2011, mixed
media, 22 × 97 × 52". Courtesy Real Fine Arts.
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Manhattan is as much a city borough as it is a vast administrative machine; its centrality is perhaps the

reason why it’s always secreted such unique languages along the edges of its daily operations. Counterpart

to this machine, and secretary to the anomalous forms it emits, Yuji Agematsu has, in the improvisational

archivist’s lifestyle he’s invented for himself, been combing Manhattan’s streets for curios of trash—the

disjecta membra of consumer culture—for 29 years. Agematsu’s show at Real Fine Arts comprises a

selection of archival boxes in which he files his findings: the tiniest scrap of a cigarette end, contorted soot-

gray napkins, a petrified lump of excrement on which a plastic emerald and pink ribbon got stuck. All is

presented as found: no collage. Assemblies of these items are grouped according to the span of time during

which the pieces were discovered. There is only one element of composition: within a specific time-

grouping, Agematsu has allowed himself the aesthetic agency of placing things adjacent to one another

according to similarities in, for example, color or shape. Otherwise, his practice is dedicated to a curatorial

attention to the world as found: an attitude somewhat contrary to art.

The arrangements become a kind of writing with an alphabet of

junk, an enigmatic cipher which means—beautifully—nothing

at all, or which has as its message only the materialized passage

of time. It is a diaristic map of Agematsu’s wanderings; his

eschewing of art in favor of life as lived recalls the mindset of

the S.I. VRPH����\HDUV�DJR�ɾ�7DNHQ�WRJHWKHU��WKH�ER[HV�UHSUHVHQW
an extensive memory bank, in which the inconsequential drifts

and remnants of the city’s exchanges are stored as material

history. 

Agematsu’s gathered grotesques strangely resemble rows of

hieroglyphic allegory. This will perhaps appear less strange

considered in light of the relationship between collector and

allegorist Walter Benjamin outlined in “The Collector”: “The

allegorist is…the polar opposite of the collector. He dislodges

things from their context…The collector, by contrast, brings together what belongs together…

Nevertheless…in every collector hides an allegorist, and in every allegorist a collector.” This duality has

been activated by the display of Agematsu’s collection as art; a hidden language embedded within his

archive suggests itself—a language of the dead, vanquished trash of society. The gatherings also bear
semblance to the sub-language Henri Michaux elaborated in his mescaline drawings, where insect-like
forms strung in gestural series violently shudder on the threshold of code. Agematsu accesses a similarly
primal margin of language by processing through collection the rejected monstrosities that gather along the
city’s gutters and curbs. These are fragments culled from an urban lymphatic system, which, Bataille
observed, encompasses both the wasteful and creative/erotic glands, suggesting that both are of one
economy. 

Agematsu’s cumulative strolling is a flânerie not of “garbage,” but of the novel phraseology of value
developed when cycles of consumption and waste are doubled over themselves. To pick up off the ground a
discarded scrap of trash, and then restore it according to a consistent cataloguing system, is to discover
through a trifold process of use, disuse, and restoration a new scale of value. This value is not “produced”:
LW¶V�UHVWRUDWLYH²UHVXUUHFWHG�IURP�WKH�XQGHUZRUOG�RI�FRQVXPHULVW�GHDWK�WKDW�LV�WKH�IDWH�RI�DOO�SURGXFWV�ɾ� 

Agematsu painted the gallery walls bronze, lending his treasures an aura of glamour, and inverting the
commodity fetish with a trash fetish. Real Fine Arts is the perfect place for such a reversal. Its very location,
under the B.Q.E. and approximately 15 minutes from the subway, is at a decided remove from the
commercial arteries of the art world. The determination to do business in such a location not only creates a
radical space for the social, but also extends the channels of the market to its own perimeters, where money
as a sign can be subverted, recast, and tampered with. 

A footnote to the show comes in the form of twin signatures on the plastic slipcover for the press release.
Both seem to belong to the curator Jay Sanders, a fan of Agematsu’s work. In fact, an unnamed artist forged
both signatures. This falsified detail at once imprints and removes the trace of a curatorial hand. Here is a
FXULRXV�PLUURULQJ�WR�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ��QRQH�RI�$JHPDWVX¶V�REMHFWV�ZHUH�HYHU�RULJLQDO�XQWLO�WKH\�ZHUH�UXLQHG�ɾ
A consumer product’s unreality is similar to a forgery’s inauthenticity. The two stages of valuation through
which the show’s objects have passed—as products expended, and then rehashed into objects given value
through collection—create a circuit parallel to the twinned forgery. Perhaps a forgery repeated is a kind of
self-commemoration: endorsing the forgery with yet another forgery. In which case, by way of doubling, the
signatures resemble these curios, which have died and been reborn with an enigmatic, sourceless value.
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Roger Van Voorhees is a poet in New York who lives with a young cat named Lillith.
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Pre$erving the ,torie$ .ehind Pain$takingl3
Compiled Collection$
Claire Voon +eptem/er 14, 2016

Yde((a Hendele(, “Partner( (The Tedd6 7ear Project)” (2002) (all photo( @6 the author for H6perallergic unle((
otherwi(e noted)

To mo%t people, fo%%ilized cand2, hair5all%, and animal 5one% 5elong in the tra%h, 5ut for Yuji Agemat%u,

%uch detritu% de%erve% pre%ervation for po%terit2. For nearl2 four decade%, the Japane%e arti%t ha% picked

up %uch o5ject% while walking in New York Cit2, keeping the ever2da2 di%card% of it% denizen% in clean and

clear pla%tic wrapper% of cigarette carton%. Thi% practice ma2 cau%e the average human to grimace, 5ut it

create%, for Agemat%u, a %2%tematic, per%onal record of hi% %urrounding%. It i% a collection pregnant with

meaning, although at èr%t glance, worth nothing at all to the unknowing e2e.

Yuji Agemat,u, “01-01-2014 – 12-31-2014 (01-01-14 – 02-29-14)” (2014) (click to enlarge)

Agemat'u’' collection i' ju't one of man2 on view in The Keeper, the New Mu'eum’' current exhi;ition that

explore' the ritual' of accumulating and pre'erving all 'ort' of item' that hold immea'ura;le meaning to

their owner'. Curated ;2 Ma''imiliano Gioni and organized a' a 'erie' of mini-exhi;ition', it i' a 'how of

captivating human 'torie' told through our ;elonging'. Come of the'e, like Agemat'u’', are found; other',

created — the'e ma2 ;e more akin to the kind of art 2ou ma2 expect to ènd at a mu'eum. The Keeper diçer'

from the New Mu'eum’' previou' one' in that it ;lur' the line ;etween arti't, collector, and owner; in'tead,

the mu'eum i' highlighted a' a pre'erver, to 'afeguard and di'pla2 what ma2 otherwi'e remain largel2

di'regarded or forgotten.

The exhi;ition i' al'o unprecedented for holding the greate't num;er of o;ject' the New Mu'eum ha'

ever featured in a 'ingle exhi;ition, with over 4,000 article' 'pread acro'' four éoor'. The'e include heft2,

colorful 'crap;ook' — cla''ic '2m;ol' of collecting — collaged ;2 Chinro Ohtake to form me'merizing

record' of vi'ual culture through the 2ear'; 'entiment-'teeped clothing that ;elonged to Howard Fried‘'

late mother; and an archive of photograph' of Ye Jinglu, a Chine'e man who, for whatever rea'on, 'at for a

'tudio portrait ever2 2ear from 1907 until hi' death in 1968. In one galler2, over a dozen 'tack' of drawing'

on A4 paper tower over vi'itor'’ head', with a ta;le and chair 'lid into the ream' to oçer a 'en'e of 'cale.

The paper' feature 'cri;;led drawing' ;2 German arti't and 'elf-de'cri;ed “'uper-medium” Vanda Vieira-

Cchmidt, who 'aw her image' a' a mean' to counter demonic force' 'he felt. While 2ou cannot 'ee

ever2 individual drawing, the monumentalit2 of her output i' clear, the commitment to her eçort'

immediatel2 under'tood.

Image' on paper continue to accumulate in the neigh;oring galler2, where the content of

each i' nece''ar2 to a collection’' overall me''age. For hi' in'tallation “Come Ga2-Le';ian Arti't' and/or

Arti't' relevant to Homo-Cocial Culture \orn ;etween c. 1300–1870,” Henrik Ole'on ha' diligentl2

compiled painting', drawing', and 'culpture — overwhelmingl2 portrait' — from centurie' of We'tern art

hi'tor2, printing them out and pa'ting them on large frame' that re'em;le ;lack chalk;oard'. Organized

;2 categorie' that neglect time and arti't'’ intention' 'uch a' “Ma'culinit2,” “Violence,” The _çeminate

Con,” and “American D2ke' in Rome,” Ole'on’' clu'ter' oçer unconventional reading' of familiar image'

— 'peciècall2, one' focu'ed on, a' the work’' title 'pell' out, homo'exual and homo'ocial narrative'. The

“\ondage” 'ection, for in'tance, feature' variou' arti't'’ take' on the motif of Chri't at the Column;

“Come Fagg2 Ge'ture'” draw' attention to the hand po'ition' and po'e' of male 'itter' in famou'

painting' ;2 \otticelli, Titian, Giovanni \ellini, and man2 other'. Re'earch-inten'ive, with 'ome 'ection'

including ;ackground text' on topic' like 'odom2 to cro''-dre''ing, Ole'on’' in'tallation i' one of The

Keeper‘' 'tandout': it i' a collection intended not ju't for it' owner ;ut i' framed a' a le''on

with revealing and important implication' for all viewer'.



Henrik Ole*on, “.ome Ga2-Le*5ian Arti*t* and/or Arti*t* relevant to Homo-.ocial Culture >orn 5etween c. 1300–
1870: III. .ome Fagg2 Ge*ture*” (2007) (click to enlarge)

.imilarl2, Yde**a Hendele*’* *weeping in*tallation attain* the full force of it* meaning onl2 from the *heer

num5er of printed matter — *peciècall2, photograph* — that the Canadian arti*t and curator ha* ama**ed

over time. >rought together in what *tand* a* The Keeper’* centerpiece, “Partner* (The Tedd2 >ear

Project)” (2002) examine* the wide*pread, time-*weeping phenomenon of the tedd2 5ear. Hendele* ha*

tran*formed two room* in the mu*eum into an archive of photograph* *he ha* *pent 2ear*

5uilding through online auction* and vendor* of vintage print*, and i* 5ound onl2 52 the pre*ence of the

*tuçed animal. Frame* èll ever2 inch of the wall* and line the in*ide* of mahogan2 di*pla2 ca*e* *o the

*pace re*em5le* a ca5inet of curio*it2; there i* *o much material pre*ent that Hendele* 5uilt *teel

mezzanine* and *piral *tairca*e* to create an additional éoor.
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Yde$$a Hendele$, “Partner$ (The Tedd2 3ear Project)” (2002) (click to enlarge)

Hendele$’$ pain$takingl2 ama$$ed hoard $peak$ to the to2’$ ma$$-market $ucce$$ Cut al$o make$ clear an

oCject’$ power to hold momentou$ value. Ghe ha$ framed each image on the wall$ $imilarl2 and pre$ent$

them with no additional laCel$ — like Ole$on’$ image$, the2 are $tripped of their original narrative$. Clo$e

oC$ervation, though, reveal$ that the di$pla2 follow$ a $2$tem, with the picture$ organized C2 t2pologie$:

ènd toddler$ with teddie$ in one area; vintage cla$$ portrait$ in another; endearing Chri$tma$ $nap$hot$

occup2 another zone; and there’$ even a $ection of erotica, èlled with $cantil2 clad women po$ing with the

$tuçed animal. The print$ feature large Cear$, $mall Cear$, Cear$ with celeCritie$, Cear$ with athlete$,

Cear$ with dog$, even people wearing Cear $uit$. Hendele$ al$o arrange$ the photo$ C2 their $itter$’$

identitie$, nudging u$ to con$ider how certain detail$ ma2 $hift our reading of the$e innocent portrait$:

one mahogan2 ca$e hold$ photograph$ of Clack familie$ and individual$ with tedd2 Cear$; another,

photograph$ of Nazi familie$, including a portrait of a CaC2 within a frame Cearing the $wa$tika. Actual

tedd2 Cear$ from a $elect handful of photograph$ al$o $it in the ca$e$, accompanied C2 text$

recounting their hi$torie$.
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harve&ted. A few dozen of hi& over 900 po&tcard-&ized work& are on view, with each &et again&t a :lack

:ackground and numericall> la:elled, repre&enting an incredi:l> niched collection :ut one rendered with

the utmo&t care.

I felt a &imilar &en&e of devotion looking at wooden &culpture& of animal& and m>thological :ea&t&

whittled :> Levi Fi&her Ame& in the late 19th and earl> 20th centurie&. Kept in hinged &hadow :oxe&

that Ame& would di&pla> at circu&e&, each ègure, whether real or fanta&tical, ha& individual la:el& with

detail& noting it& &ize, weight, and &ource region. Like man> other collection& in The Keeper, thi& felt like

hi& per&onal attempt to make &ome &en&e of the world’& wonder&, to introduce an order to nature’&

mélange of organi&m&.

Carving& :> Levi Fi&her Ame&

The$e per$onal memento$ expre$$ the childhood $entiment attached to tedd2 3ear$ that i$ $o ea$il2

under$tood 32 $o man2 regardle$$ of identit2 or 3ackground — and $o $trong that even image$ of the to2

a$ a pla2ful, $exual adult feti$h immediatel2 make $en$e. Hendele$’$ collection rela2$ The Keeper‘$ overall

empha$i$ on pre$ervation $o $ucce$$full2 a$ it center$ on an item univer$all2 known and cheri$hed a$ an

o3ject of comfort de$pite it$ $implicit2. And with ever2thing $o impecca3l2 con$erved and di$pla2ed,

“Partner$” al$o highlight$ the role of the collector, whom we $o often have to thank for ènding what ma2

otherwi$e e$cape notice.

Yde$$a Hendele$, “Partner$ (The Tedd2 Gear Project)” (2002)

Hendele$’$ project revolve$ around human nature, 3ut man2 other collection$ in The Keeper center on

fa$cination$ with the natural world. Pre$ented along$ide Vladimir Na3okov’$ famou$ $cientièc, carefull2

annotated and illu$trated $tudie$ of 3utteréie$ are gleaming $tone$ collected 32 French pol2math Roger

Cailloi$, $ome illuminated on light ta3le$, that conve2 the diver$e 3eaut2 of our environment$. On the

$ame éoor are Wil$on Gentle2‘$ photograph$ of $nowéake$ that proved no two of the ice cr2$tal$ are alike,

a$ well a$ charming painting$ of apple$ and pear$ 32 Kor3inian Aigner. A Gavarian pomologi$t, Aigner

$pent over 40 2ear$ until hi$ death in 1966 documenting the variou$ $pecie$ of fruit he nurtured and
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!election of one hundred /tone/ from the collection of Roger Cailloi/ (click to enlarge)

The va/t majorit; of collection/ in The Keeper came to exi/t after ;ear/ of hunting or creating, >ut /ome

aro/e a/ pre//ing engagement/. Tucked in the mu/eum’/ /haft /pace >etween the third and fourth éoor/

are artifact/ from the National Mu/eum of Eeirut, pre/erved during the Le>ane/e Civil War. It/ then-

Director General of Antiquitie/ Maurice Cheha> had hidden /ome o>ject/ in attempt to /ave them;

the now partiall; melted and >urned metal, gla//, and terra cotta /urface/ atte/t to hi/ fa/t-thinking act of

pre/ervation that ha/ allowed u/ to /ee /ome example/ toda;. !u/an Hiller‘/ video “The La/t !ilent

Movie,” which loop/ audio clip/ of endangered or extinct language/, i/ charged with a /imilar urgenc;.

Featuring Tngli/h /u>title/ that tran/late the /a;ing/, the 20-minute clip i/ /imple, >ut it/ me//age grave.

A lulla>; in the now-extinct Kuikha//i and a conver/ation of whi/tle/ >etween /peaker/ of the endangered

!il>o Gomero are rare record/ of individual/ who are long gone, alerting u/ of fading heritage around the

world.

When we think of the act of collecting, we ma; èr/t think of it a/ a ho>>; fueled >; pa//ion — the

enthu/ia/m to collect /tamp/, vintage automo>ile/, or even chee/e grater/. Hearing the voice/ Hiller ha/

compiled i/ a nece//ar; reminder that >e;ond a lei/urel; pur/uit, collecting ma; >e an act of nece//it; to
!afeguard again!t the !ilencing of particular !torie!. The Keeper po!ition! the mu!eum a! a !igniècant

pla4er in !uch endeavor!.

Artifact! from the National Mu!eum of 9eirut pre!erved :4 Maurice Cheha:
Yuji Agemat,u, “01-01-2014 – 12-31-2014 (01-01-14 – 02-29-14)” (2014)



)PMMBOE�$PUUFS, “3FWJFX��h5IF�,FFQFSh�3FWFBMT�UIF�1BTTJPO�GPS�$PMMFDUJOH,” The New York Times, +VMZ��������










